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'/">'' //. hcavm. Si'/nificance of the archaic forms.

,^.1-6, PI. I.) It is submitted that this is an anthropo-

morphic design of a deity, perhaps conceived as an

apotheosized ancestor
;
at any rate the representation of

<;<! made in the image of Man. But Chinese scholarship

r, so far as I am aware, admitted such an inter-

pretation of the character. Obeying the bias of their

symbolizing prepossessions, Chinese authors from the

Han dynasty onwards have seen in the form a graphic

synthesis suggesting the elevation and the vastness of the

region above mankind. Thus the Shuo Wen analyses the

character as a combination of i and ^ ta, and Hsu'

not further explaining how we should understand the words

"one" and "great", various commentators have variously

interpreted these flexible adjectives. Wu Ta-ch'eng,

a recent and usually a very sound critic, appends tin's

note to his first ancient form ^,
" What mankind has

overhead. The frame of Heaven is a circle, so the

character is composed with a (disk), A Jj/f JS & ?C

ff H &k 0& HsU
>
in his Sh Wen, explains that

Heaven is great, Earth is great, Mankind also is great, so

that the ideograph ^ represents a human figure."'

Hence it is evident that the Chinese were willing to

regard the lower part of the character as the figure

of a man^ but in spite of its appropriate culmination in

a rounded top, they have refused to accept the natural

inference that the whole character represents a human

being seen frontally, and have preferred the piety of

a symbolic emblem to the dry rationalism of a physical
delineation.

Lo Chen-yii, rather to my surprise, fellows the crowd.

He cites two variants (Figs. 3, 4, PL I), and after quoting
the Shuo Wen's analysis, adds,

" in the oracular sentences

there are instances where the character is composed with

H, that is, with _ shang, above," and he proceeds to
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European writers, who argued that it always connoted

lUtinct implements, the knife and the pen.

J3, the moon. Significance of the archulr

n& (Figs. 15-26, PI. I.) This is obviously the moon,

pictured variously, from the first crescent to the half, and

more rarely, in its last quarter, e.g. in Fig. 17.

As in many other instances, the Shuo Wen adopts for

its explanation of the character (I purposely choose this

mode of expression in preference to the term "
definition

of the word ", for it ought never to be forgotten that the

Shuo Wen is really a "
scriptionary

"
rather than a

dictionary), another homophonous character, as I believe

it once was. "
Yiieh," it writes, "is ch'ueh j$," that is,

"yileh means ch'ueh." The latter word denotes '-'wanting,

defective". Otherwise expressed, the Shuo Wen's state-

ment is that the meaning of the word yileh, moon, is the
" waner ". And that is what the character, the imperfect

circle, was designed to suggest. If I am not wrong in

believing that in the most ancient phase of the Chinese

language ^ was pronounced in some such way as kut or

gut, as also.was gf, then the Chinese syllable for moon is

nothing else than " the waner", and the ultimate relation-

ship between the syllables yileh, moon and ch'ueh, defective,

is strictly analogous to that of the English words wane
and want, which are derivatives from a common root.

These two archaic but transparently simple characters

for " sun
" and " moon "

will serve to introduce a third, at

first sight, at any rate, a combination of them. Its

simplicity, however, is deceptive, and its pictographic

intention elusive. This character is BJJ ming.

Ming Bfl, bright. Before stating my own conclusions

as to the significance of the two archaic types, for the

Honan relics show that there are two, it is necessary to

examine what the Shuo Wen has to say on the construction

of the character (Figs. 27-33, PL I).

In the first place we must take note that the modern
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form BJJ is imt derived from the Lesser Seal, illusti

ami analys.-d by the Skuo \\'- ./. l-iit descends directly

from an ancirnt form also cited by that work, and

ring oeea-i.'iKiliy on tlie Pmn.-x. This ancient (and

ni) foil ->ts of ji/i, tin- sun. on the left.

'] :it. It seems, there-

impound of the two pvat li^ht-

the day ami ni^ht. and a very natnra'

'n^ liidit in general. So far. then.tl.

ilty. J'.ut when \ve come to the Lesser Seal form.

ily found on the Honan relics, \\e Ijo^in to

:-oulled ;s that are n<- ne too accurately
: n which we mu*i take certain soundings for

gation.

>unt of the Lesser Seal form

DH 4fc t$ n !$, = "To shine. Composed with

jj n.and t
1
//

'

tlie phonetic
"

[sic]. We
i to the Shuo \\' n's succeeding radical,

know more about this phonetic.

.d, which in modern writing is printed

0. a: it a'Tordini: to Kanghsi incorrectly,

S flf R Ji IS] nj) 4 m ^
vhich

i a \\
'

racery to admit tin-

N ' 'h'- word oh\Ung nowhere

t common, i

wit h or without t r;i

,-i to 1..- e.|ui\a!ent to jQ

ptation. P.ut we should

ni injustice if we

s-d Ijim t>.

u was : ut (it

passage is typical of
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his method, for it is a description, an interpretative

description, of the character chiung. After thus

describing it, Hsii adds
|J[j |fj g J$j, the character "

is

like kiing", and though the modern sounds no lon^vr

<juite agree, Tuan Yii-ts'aiadds that anciently they did so.

But Hsii now throws in an important detail. Chia Iv'iu-i

H *, a contemporary scholar, explains, he s&ys, that gj
"

is pronounced in the same way as B$" (ming, probably

anciently meng). This phonetic value attributed by Chia

is certainly supported by the character jg ,
the name of

the plant Fritillaria Thunbergii, which is pronounced

meng, where the lower part of the character must be

phonetic.

This apparently double phonetic value of gj is difficult

to understand. Ming or meng and chiung or kii it</

cannot possibly be mere sound variations from one and

the same parent syllable. I can see only one explanation,

for the finding of the Lesser Seal type of the character

on the Honan bones precludes the contention of the Liu

Shu Ku "/^ |f SJ, that the left side of ming is simply
a corruption of jih. It is perhaps possible that the

Lesser Seal, and the modern form
[Jj, may represent

a fusing and confusing of two originally distinct characters

of approximating shapes, one pronounced mting and one

kung. It is, I admit, rather a solution of despair, but

I detect no other.

Amid this encircling gloom, I am inclined to offer my
own tentative conjecture of the significance of this Lesser

Seal type 0).

If we accept a value ming for p5[, the left side of the

latter form, then ming, bright, as written in the Lesser

Seal, would be simply accounted for as a phonetic

compound, the left half being phonetic, the right ideo-

graphic. We should remain ignorant, it is true, of the

ideographic significance of this left-hand element, but

ming, bright, as a composite form, would, at any rate,
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'

received a better analysis than that propounded by
Bui I .mi free to confess that such an

me.
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the ! ud oldest metal document* known to
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and from this latter airain, by the

collection, the Choyokoku J< Kn. Wu was

a must raivful and accurate scholar, but in this case, by
Jit rare with him, he has miMvpivsented the

original character, which he gives as $)
>; hail th'i advantage of consulting two independent

uf the inscription, one of them
*

i l} ^'
Jfi * %k & % r'" 1 K 1

the other, recently ]< by Lu (.'hen-yii, in

M '& jS^IS /

'rtually iii-ntical.

-upird i: I.

<f ihe cresc< nt moon "n the i '.

n the left an - ntainin_ i.-ir f<.ur-

lobei myself, then, <>n this i

i upose as tie ice <>f fl or that

is an attempt to suggest what

>n ]io]<i :i in it

k I think

fr-.m the ( !hiu68e BXptt

SJ ^t l ") w-b,rn brightness",

a
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hud to 1'c found to carry out the suggestion. The

jiers of the character therefore added an imperfect

disk of the full moon, in which were represented the

patches of shade known to us as the man-in-the-moon,

and to the Chinese of the later ages as the hare in the

moon pounding drugs, though other semblances have also

been imagined. What the Chinese of Shang dynasty
times may have called these shadowy outlines we do

not know.

If this conjecture of mine be well-founded, it follows,

as a corollary, that the character gj, whether it was

originally pronounced cJiiung (or kung), or miny (or

meny), must have been a picture of the full moon, and

may thus very fitly have stood for a word, however

pronounced, meaning
"
brilliant

"
or "

bright ".

Such a figure, however, was too complex to survive

long in the struggle for clerical speed, and the various

modes of abbreviation must early have become current.

Among such contractions may well have been the

plausible disk with a central dot, a perversion to the

symbol of Q jih, the sun, which is already found on

the Honan relics.

Another contracted, 'or at any rate altered, form, and

an interesting one, is shown in Fig. 31, PL I, from the

Yii Ting, 5 t^. It also occurs (in composition) on the

Honan bones, and appears to mark the first stage in

the descent from the imitative sketch of the shaded out-

lines of the moon's face to the purely schematic designs-

that followed. The hare pounding drugs has become

a symmetrical and decorative trefoil.

Kung }, a bow (Figs. 34, 35, PI. I). Significance

of the archaic forms. Depicts a bow, sometimes strung,

sometimes unstrung.
Tan 5S, the bullet shot from a cross-bow (Figs. 36-9 r

PI. I). Significance of the archaic forms. A pictogram
of a cross-bow in a socket on the string of which the
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bullet is indicated. Lo quotes the x \- entry.

"5? is a round projectile fr H & haing ivan yek.

Th<- nposed with P} /.'" and ^
\ or the phonetic." The 8huo II "' '/' adds, "Sometimes

-seil with rj /'"''.'/
b ( ->w, holding a bullet, f$ ^

nd writ i. -n
^fc)."

Lo points out that the

bone examples confirm the Sit no JIVx's alternative

I'-.rm. which with the correspnnding text. Tuan Yii

ain.-nd.-d ".

work A/'// Sli KII pnvides

g variant of tnu in the shape ty . which

is gi\ L6 leading form, without special reference to

liption. It is clearly an altered version

of the Honan bone forms. But it is, in my belief, more

than that. I feel confident that it is the origin of the

4 a pellet. It should be noted that no

. mple of the latter character can be found,

and my hypothesis i> that when Li Ssu had standardized

.il form of fan, a ballet, which was a phonetic
ba original pictographic shape became obsolete,

and tliat soon aft-r. the hitter was commandeered to -

!y similar word wan
t
a pellet,

unwritten. Th-- ix'-juired m>diiication

1ft, agoblet. Si:,- ice of the archaic

:ird in shajM- of a bird's h-a<l

i :;, PI. I). This remarkable character,

:it a bird's head

with a l:i: bill, and

d Cresl d in tli-

Mr. < !ht 38 vrhere ii

1 wish i

Mi

n in a t :

. BLS, p,
MI:
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The $| tsiieh, according to the SJtuo Wen. is a

(vivmonial vessel, and depicts a bird. 1 The mid part [see

Fig. 45] is a vessel of fragrant wine and a hand holding it.

The motive for making a drinking-vessel resemble a bird

is due to the latter's twittering notes [fj fjj j J1 /*/>//

tsieh tsu tsu, an * echoic
'

term, but intended presumably
to represent the syllables

'

sparingly-sparingly-enough-

enough '. In other words, its shape is symbolical and

hortatory]. The ancient form is [Fig. 44, PI. I], and

a pictogram." So far the Skuo Wen. Lo then continues:

When Hsii uses the words '

depicts a bird ', fc 'JJJ J^,

lie refers to the element ^ in its composition [see the

Lesser Seal form, Fig. 45, PI. I]. On examining the

various instances of tsiieh in the oracular sentences, which

imitate the crested head, and have an eye and a beak, we

find the crest made to serve as the upright column ^ chu,

the eye as the eared handle J erh, and the bill as the

feet JE, tsu. The design is purely imitative, Jjfc J$ '[$ ^.
The element ^ of Hsii's book is probably a copyist's error

of gr. The parts I[ cJiang, fragrant spirits, and JJ, yu,

hand, have been added by someone later.

" Hsii thought that the motive for making a drinking-

vessel resemble a bird was due to the latter's twittering

notes. When tested by the oracular sentences, in which

the character does in fact depict a bird
jf| (i.e. ^| ts i<cli)

[Lo's note], we see that Hsii's words are a tradition from

the ancients which, though not to be found in any com-

ment on the Classics, has been fortunately preserved to us

in the pages of the Skuo Wen. The merit of Hsii in thus

securing what would have escaped is truly very great."

The explanation given by the author of the Shuo Wen
is one more exhibition of the truth of Major Perceval

Yetts' statement that " one of the most distinctive and

striking features of Chinese Art is the symbolic character

1 For this rendering of ffi. ,
see note at the end of this entry.
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of its expre- In the present instance the implied

t would run thus: moderation in drinking is

B inculcated on the wine-cup
even tli- the birds teach

y seem to sound li,.

in human s; ;

"
sparii

-n our wine-

shape of a bird. And BO it was that they
inl. In the phraseology

of tl.
' he suniiiia;

ii in the Spirituous Sphere, or the l>idactic

Lking-bow].
is of tire character l.y the author

of th- I phrase %,$#} h?-

On t '. of it t mfi t<> i

"
dep goblet". \Vliy. th--n. liave I translated it

"dap:- . My ivply 18,
he-- tin- aui

t is to 1 5 be thus

ai in his

edition ha* i .Lated to "correct" f| goblet, t

cited. .\ niple

. o eharact ;

-

ffi
and ",

pronounced alike, except that in some dialects

the latte not, Tl. -

say,
< >re us a

Q6 of wliicli (J8)

has been c n order to or a sp

to a drink;: ; this

.

j S5, to inter. A special sense and s< this

! I > ol' th- '

/ . l.ut

ll"\v i: can
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<? of the archaic forms. (See Figs. 46-8,

P). I.) An ox surrounded by water in a pit; the

third example shows a dog in a pit, and no water. As

will be seen, the Bone forms and that used in the CJiou Li

have nothing in common. The Bone character is not an

earlier phase of the CJiou Li one, but of a totally different

and novel type. But I am confident that Lo Chen-yii's

brilliant identification is trustworthy. He writes :

" The

Chou Li describes the Ta Tsung Pe, or Chief 'of the

Sacred Ceremonies,
' as by interment and immersion

sacrificing to the Mountains, Forests, Rivers, and Marshes

(1 ffl Sfc SS III W M nY l These [Bone] characters

depict an excavation down to water-level and the deposit

therein of an ox, and they should be the primitive

character for inai fH, which latter is a borrowed form.

Occasionally ^ cliuan, dog, is part of the construction.

One of the oracular sentences runs : Jj, [^ H Z^ $ JL ^
55, 2& #IJ ^r ctien mai san cliuan liao ivu cliuan //?/,

skill mao ssu niu [= on divining, sacrificed by interment

three dogs, by fire, five dogs and five swine, and by the

mao sacrifice, four oxen].
2 For interring an ox [Fig. 46,

PI. I] is used
;
for a dog, the form is [Fig. 48]. These

are really one character." Or rather, they are variants

of the same character.

I may add that liao and mao are also constantly found

on the bones as names of sacrifices, and are discussed by

Lo, but the special nature of the latter ceremony does not

appear.
Clien gfc, to immerse. Significance of the archaic

forms. (Figs. 49-51, PI. I.) An ox surrounded by or

immersed in water.

The modern character is of quite different- type, and

must have replaced this archaic form. Lo has the

following note :

1 See Biot, Le Tcheou Li, vol. i, p. 421.
2 See Y.H.S.K., ch. 7, p. 3, for the facsimile of the inscription.
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"This depicts the immersion of an ox in water, and i>

ably the i7/V/< of the expression* mat <7<Vu [of tlie

I,i, see the previous entry], and the original

character for tlie latter \vnl. that used in the Chun 1.,

_,'
a lx>rrowed one. Further, according to the Rituals,

-rvrd by tin- -

-^; {$, or sacrifices

\vith firewood and llanies. and the Mountains and F< I

hipped hy those called RUM and (7' N->w whrn

jipeal to the , truces wr tind (1) a pa-

K ^F Ut & ~* ^ H ^ 3* ^ao
I/'-'

1 -

1 I * /r '"' ""'* c? '^'

la burnt offering to my decea- ier I,

and two oxen by the interment sacrifice (ch. i, p.

f JO. H >]> ^ W ~ * 8t H- f
T?i ^a?i //^ '' /M'" f7/V *7/ /A

= on divining, otlerrd as a burnt-otlerin^ to earth

by the mao sacrifice, two <

i t-n uxen (ch. vii, p. 15); and (3) a passage,

i e, h <k M.'a T at 6 s ^
_

a + * +'M
1 1 liao yii pi I tru niu ch'en, sltiJt ni"

.<fAi'A a on the day i-ssii iii(]uired as to (?), and

ivining, offered as a burnt-sacrifice to my deceased

I live oxen, and by immersion, tm OX6D, Truth

ii. p. 9). Thus, tin- sacrifice by burnt-

: with tliose by inl-nii"iit and imnn-r^ion.

poch of >ted to the spirits

of d< \\fie services at the

ancc- uple, and again invocations to the powers of

^t *f |$ B t-he ceremonial of the Shan^
rall.-d multifarious."

/t\ of tl,.

by an ai

Lo ( .rt and con- ]O8ed
with '^c ii^, whose body is stuck with an an

0t
' wil<1 r'.--

! shot cannot be procured, and is also lik

>sant 4ft '7</A. which ca cau^lr
I'.'lT. 51
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stnke *--. (see Fig. 56) is also the outline of an arrow.

supposed the character to be composed witli
fy cln,

pig's head, ^ shih, arrow, as the phonetic, and two fc

pi, spoons, thus mistaking a pictogram for a phonetic

compound."
The above comparison with ft chih, pheasant, requires

an explanation which I can hardly here develop as much
as I should like. But, briefly, that character consisted in

its fullest archaic shape, not of fff tsui, bird, and ^ sJiili,

arrow, but of tsui and a special character ^, repre-

senting an arrow wound round with a string, one end

of which the sportsman retained, I presume. This method

of shooting was known as -^ J|J i sh$, which Biot

(Le Tclieou Li, vol. ii, p. 242) translates as "
le tir a corde ".

The arrow thus fitted was called g ^ tseng shih,
"
fleche

de hauteur."

Now this character
cjjz,

an arrow with string attached,

is nothing else than the early form of 1^ i, the Chinese

name of the non-Chinese tribes, their neighbours and

secular foes. The formal changes involved are singularly

slight, but the disguise has been completely successful.

The arrow-head has been flattened out into JL, and the

two rounds of the cord rigidified into J kung, a bow.

Concurrently with the corruption of form, there must

have gone a transfer of sense. The usual meaning of

i^J i has for many ages been the name of the I barbarians.

But this name / was, both on the Bronzes and on the

Bones, written with quite another character, which I must

return to some other time. And, on the other hand, the

original sense of &., now changed to JjJ, has apparently

been transferred to -^ i, the true and original sense of

which was, in its turn, a post or perch.

Shih $z, arrow. Significance of the archaic forms.
This is obviously an arrow with a stone arrow-head,

indicated by two or more cross-lines, to suggest the
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.ing of the si; :.<! cutting edges (see Fig*. 58-61,
I',. I i. Tliis .-strange survival from, as it seems, the

9, is unexpected, ami points to a great

antiquity for the design of the character. It is to be

ie indication of the stone head is rarely found

on the Bones in char.-i nters as

:ibining-form, but is regular when shih is used a

independent \v-.nl. nor does this peculiar marking occur

on the bronze antiques. Its normal combining-form is

', lire. S> nee of the archaic forms.
A th: jied tlame of tire (Figs. G'2. li:{. 1M. I).

call to readers of The Jungle Book the " Red

er"by which Daglh-era the Black Pamlirr indicated

fire to Mowgli, the Wolf Boy.
Lo ; Depicts fire. Characters composed

with huo on the old Bronzes are all written with this

f'.rni." I will only add th;r y .-iecl might have

into believing this to be thi-

imnintain.

-, brightness, glory. > >nce of the

M A huma: having tire in j.iace of

Go. 1*1. sting

nts tosyi

sible,

a tinning brightness. It is therefore in a

degree analogous to the nimbus or

stian syi ads of .v

and >onages,

.-as in t h- < >ri-

|

Lo '

t MI tle ol
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shows his usual acuteness, for after citing the Skuo W> n'a

analysis, -he goes on to remark, "This character is

composed with ^ yu, the hand, grasping a lighted torch

under *-** mien, a roof. The ancient intention causing

3C/M, father, and 5^ sou, old man, both to be composed
with a hand holding a torch, we cannot now ascertain."

On the contrary, as regards sou it seems quite clear.

There is another word sou, meaning to search, rummage,
now written Jg, and it is this homophonous syllable that

these newly discovered forms were designed to illustrate,

and by which they have been lent to the independent
word sow, an old man, for his use and his support.

It is worth remark that the archaic pictographic

elements of this character seem to be partially shared

between the Lesser Seal (Fig. 69) and the modern forms,

but completely by neither of them. Thus, the Lesser Seal

comprises the hand, the fire, and the roof, but wants the

torch, while the modern character shows the hand and

the torch, but not the roof, nor apparently the fire, unless

the unexplained element ^J is a corruption of it, as I think

is probable, the left and right sides representing the left-

hand and right-hand flames of the ancient form.

Yu &, to-morrow (Figs. 70-7, PI. I). The forms ^ or

J must also derive from the ancient examples, as an

examination of their composition proves. They are now

pronounced i, but apparently the three characters were in

earlier ages homophones.

Significance of the archaic forms. The constructive

elements in the examples vary to some extent, and the

relevancy of the graphic combination to the sense of the

word as used in these old texts and in others is not at

once apparent. But probably they are the borrowed

plumes of some homophonous syllable. Some of the

examples consist of & li, erect, and an element which,

in my view, but whether in Lo's I do not know, for he is

silent on the point, represents a bird's wing, and may
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possibly be tie- most archaic version of ffl yiL a wii..

otherwise may be a separate character, conceivably the

test form of Jj i, one sense of which is a \

iriants appear, combining n jih, sun, and this

sum. el< -m- -nt. But by far the commonest varia-

simple element for win*;, without any add

PI. I). It should be noticed that the combination g,
'ih, sun. over ifr H. erect, selected by Lo Ch-

modern repr< e of the character, is not found

on the bones.

The recognition of the i racter, or characters,

in these ditlicult. diverse, and dubious disguises constitutes,

t<> my mind, one of the most brilliant pieces of palaeographic

decipherment that has yet been achi.'v.d in thi> tield.

Sherlock Holmes of the discovery is not Lo <

but his friend Mr. Wan^ < 'In '-n_: J gfc,towh<>m I here-

with take oti' my hat.

iian fifteen examples Lo <

proceeds to comment :

'I I!'- // delin-'-
'.-.'

;1
'J Q ^

d saya ii is composed with

and Yf. /<'. lor the phonetic [xr\. Tuan \ i t'sai obs-

ie word yti, was in itten

d character g
jpfi Tff [Sect! : s g by BJJ -fe

1 correctly.

d t. xts. tli Q i is borrow*

[j In

52 an<l part ^ li is phonet > can

be pi la pronounced i or yii is not

by Lo nor the Shuo Wen.] Accordingly was

borrowed to w: used

in.liir.-r.-ntly
'

1 v,' loncous.

i the oracular s i^ in tin- mode

us, it

at first impossible to d- he word was.
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Mr. Wan- ( 'heng, arguing from the passage in the

Yu Ting Bowl (3 $), -i- fi 2, W ywc/t- jo ,/</

: where S is written as [Fig. 78, PI. I], believes that

the form of [Fig. 71, PL I], in the passage from the oracular

sentences on p. 20 of chuan 1 of the Yin Hsu Shu ('//'!.

running, ^t OS hJlSB J? ^uei yu pu ch<<n >///

jih i hai,
' on the day kuei yu took an omen to inquire as

to the next day i hai,' is equally the character ^ yu.
"
Seeing that all the other sentences [Lo continues]

which I have examined agree absolutely with this view,

it proves that Mr. Wang's deduction is reliable. The

different examples of the character are some of them

composed with ^L H, some with Q jih ;
sometimes both

these are omitted. In the text of the 9th of the Stone

Drums, below the words | j*J $ jih wci ping shen,
' the day was ping sMn' there also occurs the character

[shown in Fig. 79, PI. I],
2
which, as it has a general

resemblance to that in the oracular sentences, shows that

it also must be ^ yu.
" The practice of the oracular sentences is that the next

day, and the next day but one,
3 are termed -g y-il

Several days after are termed 2j lai, to come; several

days before are ^ hsi, past."

So far Lo Chen-yii and his friend Wang Cheng on the

identification of the character. But he is silent as-to the

reasons for the particular construction of this combination

for a word meaning
" to-morrow ". It is obvious why jih,

sun, should be part of it. But why jfc li, erect ? And

wl\y, the main, and often the only element, Jjfl yu, a wing?
What have such characters to do with to-morrow ? And

1

Perhaps = "Now on the morrow, being the day i yu". Chinese

scholars do not really know the meaning of the words yueh jo, \vit.h

which the Shu King opens. They are generally called an introductory

phrase. But here they occur in the middle of the inscription.
2
So, according to Lo, but the versions I have been able to consult are

not nearly so distinct.
;! As in the above passage from p. 20 of ch. 1, where hai is the second

day after Kuei yu.
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if we are dealing with some borrowed ch;i

-e of the latter? These poi

for solution. But I may conclude by pointing to ft

lietical ideal form of ^ (to cite one of

of the many variants. Tin- latter is the

representation of a bird's wing, and may have been the

al form of flft yv, through some such stage as ^
]5ut caution is needed, for the bones contain variants of

% >st as now written.

"J III > usually translated
" lake

"
or " marsh

"
: ,

in <inite s.-parate sense, harmonious. S>

na. A paradise ; suggested by combining the

..n enclosure, and birds. Let Lo Cheii-yii

'ir guide to its amenities. After citi:

ex;uii]'i.- (see Figa 80-2, PL I), he writes, < 'm posed

with ^ (
= tlie <

;, iter) [Lo's note], with

[i in-round, and { rjmi. bin; ancient

character I!" 1
".!

in -\ni\ f |J" ,

Imperial School. thus wriu-n. Th

J round with llwing water, hence ih.- rl.-m-nt ^
sometimes co: ! t<> ^. [1 ound

rampart of earth. 1
. On t

i. within whieh \\ as the rampart of earth. N

baa in plar,-
, .f p v,

and the (

the character is tin; d) [Lo's i

1 a{ tiiiM--

irds con fl ffil A J5f il

;';'

\j| (J| y
i th.- primary sense. On i

[as in Fig. 83

.rase QJ -|

IH Biot renders it, apparently an enclosed space ratlu

nlding.
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as our examples here. Other bronze examples have an

additional p ,
thus ,

and this was corrupted later to

(^ . city, thus making the primitive form no longer

recognizable."

The above makes a most attractive explanation and

analysis of the character. The ? fg pi yung would

accordingly have meant at first a moat-surrounded park
or paradise. We derive our own word paradise from the

French, which adapted it from Latin, which adopted it

from the Greek, which in its turn borrowed it from the

Old Persian pairidaeza, an enclosure or park, from pairi
around and diz to mould, form. (See the word in the

New Oxford Dictionary.)

The ancient Chinese pi-yuny and the Persian paradise
were thus pleasaunces conceived on the same lines.

Chio $j ,
a horn. Significance of the archaic forms.

A pictogram of an animal's horn, probably that of an ox.

(Figs. 84, 85, PL I.)

To Lo Chen-yii belongs the credit of recovering the

primitive shape of this character. He gives three

examples, and comments on them thus :

" The Shuo

Wens entry is,
' S

,
an animal's horn. A pictogram.

The character resembles J] tao, knife, and J5 yil, fish.'

The form on the Stone Drums is &* . These forms

[viz. those cited from the Bones] depict the outline of

a horn. The strokes A depict the cross-lines on a horn.

These are actually straight. They are here bent, because

a horn having a rounded contour, when the circle of the

lines is viewed, the straight appears to be bent. When
Hsu' wrote that the character resembles JJ tao and

t
1 yil,

he did not understand that A depicts the cross-lines on

a horn."

Lo of course appreciates justly the optical necessity of

thus representing parallel cross-lines on a cylindrical body
seen in profile.
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5E- dead. -

of the a forms. (See

86, 87, PI. I.) A kneeling human ligure with

.: over what 18, according to I,o Chen- yii foil*

lie skeletal r <e dead.

Lo quotes the >A>/<> I1V//.S analysis of the character,
" From 5? 7^0, broken bones, and A j^'<- man. The

ancient f.nu was ^ ," and observes. This character is

composed with ^, depicting a kneeling figure. A living

man making obeisance at the side of decayed bones. The

licance of { ssti is obvious."

I would call attention t<> 7, PI. I, a variant

unknown to Lo Chen-yii, but of which there an- two

nces in my own collection, both on a v< TV

aent, II. 228. This tyj also,

and is another example of that surprising feature 01

writing in the epoch of the Shang < already

noticed. ^4 priori it would seem unlikely that i

6 a parallel and com- ous use of chant'

in two dill, rent stages of their life-history, as we see here.

lographie phase pri e hardly
"t to tind a lin-.-ar and >tyli/. -d I'^nu aluady :

and in 086) and. eonvenely, whfii the 1;

of a character has been reached, it is stra;

imitativo and elaborate pi< should not i

disappeared. \\V <-h a glimpse 01

ipt at the point of ovci

s, a Still und. ::.'!

iconoclastic,

Jo ^,
u. A n

or i.

d to or abo \\liicli long hair appears
; ing or si;; (See

I. 88,89, PI. I..
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How does this account of the old form agree with the

Shiw Wens description of the character? It does not ;i _

with it at all. Hsu Shen, under the Lesser Seal version

(Fig. 90), describes it as "to select herbs". Now tliriv is

no known example of such a sense in Chinese literature,

or to my knowledge in the spoken dialects, and we may
fairly conclude that none such ever existed. How conn a

it, then, that the Shuo Wen author inserted such

a description ? To answer that question, we must bear

in mind what this Han dynasty scholar had set himself

to do. His task and object was, as the title of his work

itself declares,
"
to explain simple and analyse compound

characters
"

characters, not words. And these characters

were of the Lesser Seal style, often differing much from

the true archaic shapes, such as we have them on the

Honan bones and on ancient bronzes. When therefore

the Lesser Seal form suggested a significance which the

word itself, the word behind the character, did not bear,

Hsu Shen boldly assumed that such a meaning must have

once belonged to it, even though it did not in his time do

so, and thus he postulated what he could not prove. One

striking and indeed flagrant example of this is furnished

in his description of the character fa yeh, also, which has

not, and never has had, the sense attributed to it by Hsii.

much to the scandalization of his editors and others.

These remarks may render clearer what Lo Chen-vti

writes after citing examples of ^ jo, taken from the

bones. He says, "The Shuo Wens entry is 'jo, to select

herbs. Composed with "**'

ts'ao, herbage, and ft yu, the

right hand'. Elsewhere, under fjf no, it has, 'To respond.

Composed with "g yen, words, and 3 jo, as the phonetic.'
"

Lo then continues,
" In the oracular sentences, the

character -g jo depicts a person with raised hands {ind

kneeling down, that is to say, it depicts one who responds
in a mild and submissive posture. In ancient times f|J

710 and ; jo were one and the same character ( jfg Q
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3? Si *?), hence the sense of submissiveness belonging
to Jy jo.

1 On the bronzes the form of jo has a general
resemblance to those here [viz. on the bones].

Minor of 'selecting herbs' is not tin- initial sense."

nious and perspicacious as he was,

not guessed this riddle, and regarded th--

examples, so to speak, herbacuously. II.- saw ii

^occurring on the 3 Jf|}
Vii Ting, "abundance

of ll Branches and leaves growing plentifully."

Jiul L' rip'-n-yii is in the right of it, and though his

and my appreciation of the artistic intention, the precise

ideographic objective may vary somewhat in <:

general interpretation of the archaic design ten

ical.

if;, the anej.-nt writing implement ;
V

PL I). Significance of tic archaic forms. A figure of

a hand holding either a metal style or a writii...

In Fig. 1M the object hel<; to end in a point above

which the line is tliiekened to a bulb.

Lo iuotes the Skuo Wens ion of

ith which we writ-- ^ JJ ^J ^,. ( 'omiKMed
with //. [described by the Wen as quid
of hand, but not really known as an

nd i as the phon*
Our example. J... oommento, "depicta a h

a pen, ^ ^ ^ 3fc Jfc. It gly a picto-

ami not a phonetic compound." II- <
;

- a

:' .1-111 fi-'-m a :!<

1 i i : Lo Chdn-yti's beli

was used in Sliang tim-s \

1

Owing to ambiguity in use, the precise eotc '\'

-cuwtionn abotr language
means oharadter, ometimes word.

- sennet now conveyed re|iect n jf
no

y jo were anciently embraced by a tingle character, at
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termed a pi or Chinese pen or brush, but I wish he had

been clearer as to what it really consisted of.

Hsiang JH. (1) Elephant, (2) Like. It is probable that

we have here two etymologically totally distinct words^

but homophonous, and therefore, as so often happened,
written with the same character.

Significance of the archaic forms. Pictographic, and

as the second and third examples show, drawn by those

who had seen the beast in the wild state (Figs. 94-7, PI. I).

Lo Chen-yii's entry is very interesting, and I give it in

full.
" The Skuo Wen writes,

' The elephant has a long
trunk and tusks ;

a great beast native of Nan Ytieh

[Southern China and Tonkin] ; period of gestation, three

years ;
the character depicts the ears, tusks, and four

legs.' The present seal character," Lo goes on to say,
" shows only the trunk, the legs and tail, but not

the ears and tusks [see the Lesser Seal form, Fig. 98

in PI. I]. The oracular sentences also only depict

the long trunk, for what especially distinguishes the

elephant from other beasts is its trunk. Further, the

description of the elephant as a great beast of Nan

Yueh is a thing of later times. In early ages it also

existed both on the north and south of the Yellow River.

The construction of the character Jgg ivei, with hand

leading an elephant [see the next character], shows that

the elephant was an animal commonly trained to service.

Among the present relics from the Yin dynasty tumulus

are ceremonial objects of carved elephant tusk ivory;

also very many elephant's teeth, "gl ch'ih (not the long

projecting tusks, but the teeth within the mouth) [Lo's

note]. Some of the bones used in divination are of

exceptional size, and such are probably those of the

elephant. Again, among the texts of the oracular

sentences dealing with hunting, is found the expression

SI HI, huo hsiany,
1 '

capture of elephants,' showing that

1

e.g. in Y.H.S.K. 3. 31, see Figs. 95 and 96 in Plate.
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in ancient times in tin- (Yntral Plateau fvix. I!<

down to the age of tlie Yin Dynasty, tl

abnndai

b1

''< >to do, make, act (Figs. 99-102, PI. I).

I- will be convenient first to hear Lo Chen-yli's novel

and. on the whole, convincing account of this character.

rites,
" The >A " \Yeria entry under this charact

An ape. As an animal it has the habit of

ring. The character fa cJ/ao is the figure (or symbol)
of an ape.

1 Below the body (of the character) is the ou

:i ape. Wang Yii writes,
"
fa rlttm is a pictogr

ancient form ^^ depicts two ap ner.'"

Such .'lition of the character handed down by
M, how entirely misconceived we shall see. Lo

now continues, "The character ;g vei on the lir-

and on the Stone Drums is written f, composed of fa

hand % ^ hsiany,
<

and ix altogether unlike the form of an ai

character in the oracular sentences is a hand lee

. ^ 3 , showini: that the ],mmt ^ i:.

.-Mid Stone hruins variant 188 m- > litlcation of
J(t

i-i^ht ham!, and is not to be ex

:iand held palm downward, ^ ^ fa f . My
;.

taiiifl tlie el, -pliant tO

in aid of man. T

sation of til- o\ and horse. I'ut for these texts,

It oannol b l..tibte,l that Lo's analysis is c<iually

t ami brilliant, as an ication lx>no

pictogram with a u- "'!. I:
j.i

,\ -, too,

1 BothTuan Yu-ts'ai and Wang Yun. in ili-ir rr,, M , t,v, edition* of

. five character* fa fl ff ft & ekao mu-

<iany yeh, to be a <

elsewi ui n female ape. hot an ape of

: 86X.
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entirely lost in the age of the Han scholars was the

true significance of its construction.

I may add that if the Shuo Wens alleged leu wen form

is rightly attributed to the word wei, it is not "two apes

facing each other
"
that we should see in this ancient sign,

but two hands held downward, a far more appropriate

figure for a word meaning
"
to do

"
or " make ". Such

an equation would render it hardly distinguishable from

the element 3> as ^ *s now written, not found alone, but

occurring in such characters as ijL hsweh, and alleged,

perhaps wrongly, to have the sound chil. Something

evidently remains to be elucidated regarding that point.

But a much more important particular to notice

concerns Lo's interpretation of the pictograrn so

ingeniously identified. It will be seen by his concluding
sentences that he regards the combination of hand and

elephant as pointing to human control of the beast for the

purposes of field or other labour, much as the ox and the

horse had been tamed to furnish man with their strength
and endurance. And he supposes the training of the

elephant may have preceded the domestication of the

smaller beasts.

It is an ingenious view, but I fear it is not tenable.

A scrutiny of the existing examples of the character wei,

as found upon the Honan relics, shows that the element

hand is always placed at the end of the elephant's trunk,

never elsewhere. If we accept Lo's interpretation we

must suppose the elephant to be represented as being led

by the trunk. Being myself sceptical regarding such

a mode of controlling his movements, I inquired from

Dr. Chalmers Mitchell, the Secretary of the Zoological

Society. He was good enough to send me not only his

own opinion, but communicated that of Mr. Alfred Ezra,

who has had great practical experience in India, and had

also consulted Sir Benjamin Simpson, whose experience is

also wide. All these authorities agree that they had
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ard of sucli a practice, and that, in Mr. Ezra's

:runk is o>n>idered the im,>t t.-nd-r part of

.cphant. and I do not think any elephant will allow

himself t > I- 1 d by it." These expressions appear
nd w.- must consequently seek some other solution.

lit the one I shall no\v propound is

natural, and in the circumstances appropriate to

subject.

We all know the prehensile and handlike nature of

the o'. - trunk, and most c;in remember our chi

ler when we first saw 'tip- beast that hath betv

nt for a hand ", and observed it mo
and living its ilexible proboscis. Siyi f th<>

'///<*. Accordingly I believe it is this preh< :

and dexterous feature of the proboscis that is s

and symboli/ed by adding the character for hand to

and by attaching the former to the terminal

point nf the trunk.

rpretatioo of tlie composition of the char.

j wei is accepted, we must reject Lo Cli con-

e of the animal in the service of

man as hein^ implied by this archaic pictogram.
// forms.

PI. I.) A fail ly
\ i\ id pict-.^ram of a

;!. Ofl in

forms, t aligned to that of

\t. and is imt at rigi. to it. In

nl.

s exhibit the oldest type
< rsion of tho ti

nassive ?'

r y-t li; UOUS body, on \\liirh the

ly as 8(1

are oft

reduced to a sin;;

clue ; ti ed.
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It is, however, remarkable that while such a self-evident,

naturalistic type is found on the bones, these same relics

also preserve a very different presentment. Figs. 106

and 107 show a linearized, much contracted, and distorted

outline, disguised in a kind of skeletal diagram. The

coexistence of such extreme types is one of the more

surprising features of the Shang dynasty script.

Pao %%, the leopard. Significance of the archaic

forms. Two only can be cited, and these are shown in

Figs. 108 and 109 on PI. I. They are pictograms and

explain themselves, especially when compared with the

corresponding forms of ffc Jtu, tiger. Lo, as I think,

wrongly includes these two figures under his entry for

tiger, remarking,
" There are also forms with round

markings like a leopard's, but judging from the context,

these also are variants of the character $? hu"
This figure of a leopard, when contrasted with the

modern form f^J, very well illustrates a passage which

I may venture to quote from an earlier paper in this

Journal,
1 in which I drew attention to cases where "in

writing the same word one type of character was

exchanged for another type. I mean by
'

types ',
forms

which are of independent construction, neither derived

from, or due to, the other through mere modification,

omission, or addition of strokes ". Our figure here is just

in point. It is a pure pictogram, and for it has since been

substituted a composite shape stated by the Shuo Wen to

be a phonetic compound.
I propose now to examine a group of three characters,

not connected in meaning, but each containing a common

ideographic element, which naturally leads from the

consideration of one to the others. They are EJI tsi,

fj eld, and
jjp hsiang. They will disclose to us some

pictographic surprises, for their true analytic descriptions

1 "Chinese Writing in the Chou Dynasty in the light of Recent

Discoveries": October, 1911, pp. 1030-1.
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and very different from the received acc<

We will begin with

UP. to approach (as in the phrase J$J $[
to "approach the position ", viz. to ascend the throne), to

be going to (do somethii

1 10-11, PI. I). A human figure seated, facing
a ve- aininor food, suggesting a person about to eat.

lint before going further, let us note this character as

a shining example of the truth, so obvious \\li.-n pointed

out, so universally neglected nevertheless, that you can

r adequately or accurately learn tin- m.-aiiin^ of a

('iiiii'^- word by studying the character used to write it.

. for instance, is a man looking at food in a dish we

may presume hungrily. Does that imply that the word

Ms any special implication of future more

than of any other future action ? Of course it does not.

design of this character, as of innumerable others, is

merely an illnsf r<ifi<>n, not a definition. Such a limitation

is imposed on many words by their highly generalized

and widely expanded range of meaning, which n-nders an

nid particular application the only feasible

- of giving them a graphic expression at all.

0N Mows from this as a corollary, that all ih-

definitions in our Western dictionaries of Chinese, based

on tli- d'-tinit ions
'

of the S/tno Wen, unless these latter

6e corroborated by proof from actual usa- inese

-1 ion Id 1)" regarded as suspect. The author of

iv- us of tli-' beat o! his knowledge, and

iitlicult to overestimate our debt to him. Hut v

he had no real knowledge he unfortunately oft.-n a fleeted

id provid.-d a substitute for it by an intelligent

f palaaographic discoveries that were never

to be made. We shall find signal examples of

i the group of characters we are n

to explore.

'I'll.- s//?to Wen's Lesser Seal form of fl]

I'.HT.
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in Fig. 112, PL I. Its analysis of the character is as

follows :

"
Composed with | and P as phonetic." Let

us examine the ideographic half first. This character has

always been a difficult and obscure one. It is the SJiuo

Wen's 178th radical, with three characters grouped under

it, two of which we are about to discuss in the light

of the Honan relics. The Lesser Seal form is ^ ,
and

Hsu's description is fj j W 9 fe = " the fragrant

odour of grain. The character depicts the Good grain in

the husk, and pi, that with which it is gathered up.

Sometimes explained as a single grain ". As to the pro-

nunciation he adds,
" Also read like hsiany." Note

this
" also ", for it implies some other pronunciation to

which, however, Hsu gives no clue, and it has accordingly

been supposed that we have not the complete text.

At any rate Sun Shu-yen, an authority of the end of

Han dynasty times, asserts that the character is pro-

nounced pi, while other dictionaries cited in Kanghsi's

entry give ki as the sound. Finally, the Cheng Tzu T'ung

IE *? 5fi> f tne lask dynasty, asserts that this is the

ancient form of hsiang, fragrant, and under that

character it is placed in Kanghsi. These are, I know,

tiresome details to read, but they can hardly be dispensed

with.

Now Kanghsi's Dictionary cannot adduce a single

example of this character g from the whole of Chinese

literature, and it is evident that Chinese philologists have

never been clear as to either its true sense or its.

true sound. Hsii Shen, or some predecessor from whom
he perhaps received the dictum, was probably guessing

when -he described the character as expressing the

fragrance of grain, and he was certainly in error, as

we shall immediately see, when he supposed it to consist

of grain in the husk (the upper part), and pi, a spoon, for

the lower.

For on all this phonetic and ideographic uncertainty
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the Honan Uune inscriptions throw "Icoine .

and lead us. if not to an absolute :i of our

form. yet at any rate to one within the na

<f two or perhaps three modern characters n:

< irrelative words. These characters are 3. ton, a long-

:a, or food-dish, ^ *hih, to eat, and
Jfc

a vessel for holding millet in grain. The form under

:i (the Skuo Wen's 178th radic y be

as having on the bones two \

g practically identical with the scription on the

xes, the second, ^, the fuller, less i, and in

the more archaic, peculiar to these relics. It

either 1 led as the early form of T^ /<>?/, plus
a conical summit, or a diminished version of

minus the triangular top. It may therefore conceivably
variant of either of these characters, each of which

would be ideographical ly suitable. I'.u; '. r a third

I beli-v iy be an early pid".. t a pliic

bhe character now written |SC /'/'. For the

of the two variair -d a f-w linefl a '-

identical with by far I

'

rm of I

i half of the character found <>n tin- :

tit broii/---. And it matt.-is not wl.

r ^ hi,'to be n ; ouud or

a Si; in i In- first case the

i the Q w.uid while in

the second case this form wou!-i 'though

imp. V rssrl \\ hirj, NV.'ls c

till-

',' /;

ih a pi-

primitive type of hsiaity, fi.>

On : >int before 1)8, as I :

i, tedious dis-
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Lo Chen-yii contributes three archaic forms of the

character tui gfc (Figs. 113-15, PL I), and a short

note upon them. He writes :

" On ancient bronzes

found written as [Figs. 113-15, PI. I], with a general

resemblance to those on the bones. Composed with

5L yu, hand holding a *s, which probably depicts a )

shao, a ladle or long-handled spoon for filling or

emptying a tui. Not composed with pu"
The left-hand element in two of Lo's three instances

appears to be H tou, and to this extent the equation of

our form with that character is, I admit, strengthened.

There I must leave the matter.

We now reach a more important, more unexpected, and

more interesting point, in the right half of the character

UP tsi. This right half was in the Lesser Seal written
1^

a figure which the author of the Shuo Wen. and all hiso
successors up to the other day, considered to be the original

scription of fft tsieh, a token of authority, originally

something jointed. It forms Hsti's 338th radical, and

under it are ranged twelve characters.

It is one of the most signal illustrations of Lo Chen-yii's

acute and critical insight that he has knocked the bottom

out of this venerable legend, and with it must go

a good many hitherto unchallenged beliefs. On p. 51 of

the Yin Hsil Shu Ch'i K'ao Shih, Lo writes,
" Hsu's

work explains 7* as a token of authority, credentials,

the author not knowing that the ancient form P depicts

a man kneeling, and is the character A Jen, man. All

the analyses of characters under |J
tsieh are erroneous."

To this dictum of Lo's I subscribe with conviction, but

with a provisional reserve as to the form, which I believe

never appears alone, being equated with the actual

character A jdn- Certainly it depicts a kneeling figure,

but it does not follow necessarily that it is therefore
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a variant of A jt'n. There is a good deal to be said for

and .

The consequences of Lo's discovery are most valuable,

I must not attempt to follow them out here.

(, to finish (Figs. 116-19, PI. I). Si<j -e of
>rms. A human figure seated before a vessel

containing food, with head averted, to suggest sat

ami th- pivc.-ding character are of mutually comple-

mentary desipi>. The crude posture of the eater si

him as he " turns from his food ". Not that he cannot

stand soy with stewed duck, or declines to eat margarine
in place of butter, but this graphic gesture, vulgar but

vivid, like a caricature, simply expresses the moment of

repletion and <tion of the action of eat

Lo di the matter in a few words, "Depicts
a man who has finished eating. When Ilsii expi

'ha racier as 'a small meal , >]\ f$ tisiao I

nhii; and the form do not tally with each otli

HS'KI.IKJ #$, now usually a village; but originally the

character for the word ksiang, to offer food to a guest or

rit. or to receive it as such, now written Jf- ^'

Two seated human fi-

other across a vessel of food, suggesting

nest.

ibjoin Los valuable r. .Mimmt to th? six examples he

. The words in round brack. -ts are annotations by
him- PI. I).

s composed with $%
f the expression A tt ffr

I

to th f/ou Collection of Metal and Stone Anti-j

i nasty
1

) ni.d . ^..m.-timos with
Jj{

and

^ in tx>th cases depicting a guesi and a host fa

1 This translation is tentative. 1 hre not been n covr

anything about this v-
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eacli other as the latter is entertaining the former with

food
;
and it is the character hsiaixj.

"Anciently the word ch'imj in the term Q Jjpp knvg

cli'ing, a high noble, the Word hsiang in the expression

#$ 3PK hsiang tang, a village community, and the word

hsiang in the expression U J hsiang sliih, to entertain

with food, were all [written with] one character. L:i tri-

ages divided this into three characters [as seen in the

present writing of the above phrases]. Hsli accordingly

ranged %$ hsiang under his 230th radical [Fig. 126,

PI. I]. He placed J|p citing under his 341st radical

[Fig. 127, PI. I]. (HsU explains this as ^ flj
shih

chili chih,
'

regulation of action,' an error due to his

ignorance that this character ^ is the [earlier type of] fa

hsiang, in the expression [pij ^ hsiang pei, facing or back

to, toward or froward.) And he enters
J[ hsiang under

his 180th radical, j shih. In this way the primary
form and the primary sense cannot be apprehended."

There is a good deal implied as well as expressed in the

sentences of the above pregnant paragraph, which perhaps
I may summarize and to some extent supplement.
Lo holds that the syllables cliing, a noble, hsiai/;/,

a village, and hsiang, to entertain with food, had

originally only one character between them, and this

was the archaic form of the modern
fjp. Moreover, the

latter character, and the modern form of
J/gl cliing, are

merely divergent corruptions of that archaic form
;
and

the correctness of this view is proved by the occurrence

on the Honan relics of the expression cliing shih lj$ ^
(also found on ancient bronzes), a term identified by Lo

with the !/p
-

ch'ing shih of the Book of Odes. Lo does

not touch on the question of the identity or diversity

of the correlative syllables behind these three modern

characters, but the probability is that they have no

etymological relationship with each other. In that case,

two of them must have borrowed the graphic clothing of
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the third. The position of is especially peculiar.
In no modern dialect that I can <:

><j homophonous. ^ pivsumably must ha\r

been so once, and indeed both an- inrlnd.-d in th-

gory of ancient rhyiii.-x l.y Tuan Vu-ts'ai.

s to a different point. On another page of the

V.H .> K .K .>.. p. 51, Lo cites a form (si

plainly depicting two seated figures facing each oth.-r.

which lie believes, and no doubt rightly, is a r

delineation of the COIDIIK >ner
fy . This last has bi

modern
J/JJ (the Sh no Wens 341st radical), and is usually

said to '

ny, and to furni the phonetic of ^J
i noble. Lo, however, argues that its soin

.ind that it is tin- true and primr \Q of

writing the word //
- ^~

!1
|tij ).

We may also probably account fur tin- dill'.'!

en the
J/[J

in $5 n-1 th-- J[5 in $ //>

(thuugh the archaic Torn^ were the same), by regfti

r-rin in cA Mj)tiun 1'j-um tlie

headl'-xs vai-iant, and th- fullei

th'- ampl.-r and logically ni"i

-hunid n,,t.- tii.- enriov

PI, I i of
r|'|i

/. in which the frastn-s' h.-auN

;ally a\ : d are not, as the relationship n-

ippily LJ between host and gn

I
one anoth.-r in a r.

1 .:.: :

,: ;

id'-ntiti-l by Lo, and \\ith a

:ig out of that identiiication which it has IM--U my
good fortune, as I to make aa an indepen

supplriu'-nt t ! This 18

or / (ft, a i

A'
1 r rm9. A

Lo cites fon ;>les, of which, how-
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may perhaps be distinct characters expressing some other

word. I do not take their identity for granted.
He writes : "Depicts a deer's young following its dam.

It is probably the character gj ni or i, of Hsii's book.

The Shuo Wen explains the latter character as $ /?

suan ni (usually translated as '

lion
'

and supposed to

represent some non-Chinese word) and has a separate
character H mi, explained as J| ^f- lu tzii, a deer's

young. But JfjF ni, as a character, is obviously composed
with

Jj|[ lit,, deer, and when we combine the senses of lu,

deer, and J erh, child, we get precisely the '

young of

deer
'

as the meaning. The oracular sentences distinguish

between the dam and the fawn by tiie presence or absence

of antlers, $ ft fa % g|J Jg ft ?. And so the

form ^ resembling a hornless deer, we may also infer

from this that it is a variant of J|f ni."

There are two points in this passage which invite

criticism. Lo does not appear to know that among the

deer family the hinds do not have horns. On the face of

it, therefore, this old character seems to show a fawn

following a buck. Nevertheless, I believe Lo is quite

right in his interpretation, and that the designers of the

character, who certainly did know the facts, sacrificed

biological accuracy to the need of emphasizing the

contrast between the adult, though female, animal and

the immature fawn. As to the fuller form which Lo

infers also to stand for ni, we must bear in mind that the

males in both the musk-deer (Moschus) and the wai-r-

deer (HydrelapJius or Hydrapotes) are hornless, and both

may have been known and hunted by the Sovereigns of

the Shang Dynasty. The above form,
"
resembling a

hornless deer," may, therefore, represent either of the

modern words s/te
1

,
now written jj$, or cltang, now

written jjfe.

The small figure on the right hand of the character, in

which Lo sees a fawn, is most interesting. We ought first
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ii.it it closely resembles the more cursorily written
ancient variants of clnen, to see, but not the 1>

ited Bhapea In ivality, however, that

looks like g //<>/. an eye, is here, as often elsewhere
"h" whil* what seems to be A j*n, man, is a

in-tailed outline in which the foreleg and the

line of the hack have alone been negligent ated.

The same misleading ch;ui_ -en in the modern
<'har.-. r

$,
t'n. hare, JJ /mem, antelope, and

5 snu, which let us render by the compromising i

This brings me to my part in the elucidation of a

character, the origin of which, unless I am deceived, has

long been lost and misunderstood by Chinese, and

lently also by Western scholar-.

If re turn to the entry Hf ni in the Shuo Wen (see

LSI, PL I-, we .shall lind it consists in the Lesser

Seal of Jfeln, deer, above, and J wh (earlier ni), a child,

the phonetic. bel<w. If we accept, as I do, Lo's

Character with the Lesser Seal f<im

<>f tli that the figure of t

liirlit. on the bones, has become the char

/< rhild, at the foot of the Lesser Seal scrij

this results, (1) that these two, in

.y difl'.-rini:

id ( '2 ) that this was

iiM.- of the Han dynasty Lesser Seal

metai iiad been com pi dcrstood

dysed, being described in the Sliuo If"'

,
and -loaed

do of a young d th
)[, jtn, \

i- part.

It foil

r
;l *? a child, originally

>J> fi T a ll!I '

pig," and the Cantonese *ti
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tsai j$9 ifefc ff, "small mosquito," both used as terms for

children, as well as to our own " kids
"
and "cubs".

Such is the story of how a timid fawn became in the

course of many centuries " a glorious human boy ", thereby

undergoing or achieving an entire change of character.
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